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*NEURON & CORTEXOLOGIST* Augustin Ostace 2018-09-03
It is usually said that the Culture is the nature of man, Kultur ist Natur des Menschen, but we must accept, volens nolens, that the Book is the essence of human culture, Das Buch ist die wessentlich der Kultur des Menschen! Upon this assumption, we must accept that the neuron is the basic anatomical structure of the entire nervous system of all inervated living systems of the biology, culminating in human through its neo-cortex system, as the highly abstract development of an abstract representation, existing in singularity, at least up to date, within the knowing Universe! Our endeavour is trying in a reconnection between neuron of biology with the neo – cortex of human ontology, in a synthesis that is done upon a triad of philosophical schools, like those of rationalist philosophy, of empiricist philosophy and of idealist philosophy! Nonetheless, for this extremely complex philosophy endeavour, will be used ideas and concepts belonging to the materialist and idealist of Greek philosophy, to those of Oriental philosophy of Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism of India and Taoism, Confucianism and Ch’an –ism of China. Moreover, will be some references to the ideas and concepts from different religions of human being, namely those of Egyptian religions, Mesopotamian religions, then those of Judaism, Christianity and Islam religions, then to those belonging to the Persian religion of Zoroastrism, of Manicheism and of Shintoism. Cortexologis

*Constitution of European Union - ONE* Augustin Ostace 2020-09-17
...We are under pressure in rethinking and unthinking of the whole of the European Union history, after big waves of union’s earthquakes, by mentioning here the big financial crisis between 2008-2010, or Brexit of Great Britain, an embittered fought inside of the European Union between the years 2016 and the present 2020... ...It is not mentioned here the waves of migrants in the last ten years towards European Union, through which a world of social pathology is accompanied and enhanced by a dramatic pandemic’s world of biologic pathology, this worst issues of viral disease, out-breaking in the year 2020... ...We will remake another configuration of the initial CONSTITUTION OF EUROPE, written and published with about 15 years ago, resembling a parallel dialectical becoming between a finisher and a re-finisher in constitution or between an influencer and re-influencer in social sciences... Terminology of different constitutions will be different in their substance and their semantics, reflecting the difference in temporality and creativity of the author, but the basic principles of...
ethics and morality are into the both constitutions, the sameness... If European Union needs a constitution, then, European Union must know the history of Europe, must know the inhabitants, the native, the people and citizens of Europe, the science and technology of Europe, the art and religions of Europe, the geography and demography of Europe, since the oldest times of Upper Paleolithic, of Neolithic, of Antiquity, of Middle Age, of Renaissance, of Enlightenment, of Modern Times and of present Third Millennium, all in detail, in reality, in morality and rationality... More than that, our Constitution of European Union is desired to be and to become, a pilot project in searching and researching in anthropo-sapientology, a vector of axiological and epistemological substance in knowledge and discoveries... Perhaps, this trying is the first in human known history and historiology, when, a Constitution is becoming a vector of knowledge, by sensing and re-sensing a searching and a researching project in Anthroposapientology, finally, a form of concrete epistemology, a substantial gnoseology, by having an explicit and implicit proper function within axiology in oneself, for oneself and through oneself... Constitutionalist of European Union

**Constitution of European Union - EIGHT** Augustin Ostace 2021-04-26 ...We are under pressure in re-thinking and um-thinking of the whole of the European Union history, after big waves of union's earthquakes, by mentioning here the big financial crisis between 2008-2010, or Brexit of Great Britain in 2020, an embittered fought inside of the European Union between the years of 2016 and the present 2021... ...It is not mentioned here the waves of migrants in the last ten years towards European Union, through which a world of social pathology is accompanied and enhanced by a dramatic pandemic's world of biologic pathology, this worst issues of viral disease, out-breaking in the year 2019, ravaging uninterruptedly the world ever since, till the present days of May 2021... ...We will remake another configuration of the initial CONSTITUTION OF EUROPE, written and published with about 15 years ago, resembling a parallel dialectical becoming between a finisher and a re-finisher in constitution or between an influencer and re-influencer in social sciences... Terminology of different constitutions will be different in their substance and their semantics, reflecting the difference in temporality and creativity of the author, but the basic principles of ethics and morality are into the both constitutions, the sameness ... If European Union needs a constitution, then, European Union must know the history of Europe, must know the inhabitants, the native, the people and citizens of Europe, the science and technology of Europe, the art and religions of Europe, the geography and demography of Europe, since the oldest times of Upper Paleolithic, of Neolithic, of Antiquity, of Middle Age, of Renaissance, of Enlightenment, of Modern Times and of present Third Millennium, all in detail, in reality, in morality and rationality... More than that, our Constitution of European Union is desired to be and to become, a pilot project in searching and researching in anthropo-sapientology, a vector of axiological and epistemological substance in knowledge and discoveries... Constitutionalist of European Union

**LEX SAPIENS** Augustin Ostace 2017-05-29 ...European Union has been plagued by many crisis since its beginning (during the fifties and sixties as the periods following the ruins of the World War Two in Europe, then, during the seventies and eighties the raising of the Euro-Communism in founding countries as Germany and Italy, through terrorist organizations as “RAF” in Germany and “Brigate Rosse” in Italy, then, in the nineties with the falling of Communism in Eastern Europe with millions migrations from Eastern Europe towards Western Europe, adding another millions of refugees out of Africa and Asia, particularly out of Islam
Poor world within Europe Union... Our book LEX SAPIENS is trying to reiterate the battlefields of the author with the remnants of communist regime in Eastern Europe, which instead of being condemned by the European Institutions (Council, Parliament, Commission), is further protected through many irrationalities done by the Europe Union as whole (regretfully, to many failures and mistakes within Europe Union, throughout its 62 years of existence)... LEX SAPIENTOLOGIST

**DAO & PATHWAY** Augustin Ostace 2018-07-25 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown, must be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, still called Sapiens... Encylopaedis

**KUNG-FU MASTER** Augustin Ostace 2018-07-27 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown, must be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, still called Sapiens... Encylopaedist

**Constitution of European Union - TWO** Augustin Ostace 2020-09-20... We are under pressure in rethinking and unthinking of the whole of the European Union history, after big waves of union’s earthquakes, by mentioning here the big financial crisis between 2008-2010, or Brexit of Great Britain, an embittered fought inside of the European Union between the years 2016 and the present 2020... It is not mentioned here the waves of migrants in the last ten years towards European Union, through which a world of social pathology is accompanied and enhanced by a dramatic pandemic’s world of biologic pathology, this worst issues of viral disease, out-breaking in the year 2020... We will remake another configuration of the initial CONSTITUTION OF EUROPE, written and published with about 15 years ago, resembling a parallel dialectical becoming between a finisher and a re-finisher in constitution or between an influencer and re-influencer in social sciences... Terminology of different constitutions will be different in their substance and their semantics, reflecting the difference in temporality and creativity of the author, but the basic principles of ethics and morality are into the both constitutions, the sameness... If European Union needs a constitution, then, European Union must know the history of Europe, must know the inhabitants, the native, the people and citizens of Europe, the science and technology of Europe, the art and religions of Europe, the geography and demography of Europe, since the oldest times of Upper Paleolithic, of Neolithic, of Antiquity, of Middle Age, of Renaissance, of Enlightenment, of Modern Times and of present Third Millennium, all in detail, in reality, in morality and rationality... More than that, our Constitution of European Union is desired to be and to become, a pilot project in searching and researching in anthropo-sapientology, a vector of axiological and
Antisapiens & Superhuman Augustin Ostace 2018-09-13 ...By trying to overcome the individuality of the philosophical and theological ECCE HOMO, regarding the human individuality, or its redeemed deity, by passing from the out-expression of Look the Man! or Here’s the Man! Through a bio-ontological interpretation of the Specie Sapiens, as ECCE SAPIENS, is the main topic of our book. But, the image of the founder of Christianity, Jesus Christ, as one of prototype of humanity, an event taking place of ca. 2000 years ago, before of our era (BCE), analyzed in ECCE HOMO, confronting the present time image of the ECCE SAPIENS, Look the Species! Or here’s the Species! Will show up the difficulties of this endeavor... It is also very difficult to make a clear prototype of the Species Sapiens, and, in the same time, the image of Species who was appearing on the scene of the evolutionary and revolutionary biological world of our planetary Earth, in the last of ca. about 50,000 years ago, before the present times (BPT) just taking in account the obscure origin of our Species and its beginning through culture and civilizations on our planetary earth. The author is rethinking its own Species in re-analyzing oneself towards the triad UPSAPIENS – DOWNSAPIENS – ANTISAPIENS, and the overcoming of the human selfness as SUPERHUMAN! ...But, if the Jesus Christ, as prototype of the Man-like-Deity has a living death on the Golgotha’s cross, the Socrates, the prototype of the Man-like-Man, has a rational and thinking death in the bed of Athena, by drinking the Cucuta’s poison, then, the Sapiens-like-Sapiens, must admit its own negation, at least, a metaphysical one, through Anti-Sapiens... Upsapientologist

Constitution of European Union - NINE Augustin Ostace 2021-04-29 ...We are under pressure in rethinking and um-thinking of the whole of the European Union history, after big waves of union’s earthquakes and hurricanes,, by mentioning here the big financial crisis between 2008-2010, or Brexit of Great Britain, an embittered fought inside of the European Union between the years 2016 and the present of 2021.... ...It is not mentioned here the waves of migrants in the last ten years towards European Union, through which a world of social pathology is accompanied and enhanced by a dramatic pandemic’s world of biologic pathology, this worst issues of viral disease, out-breaking in the year 2019, creating waves of huge disturbances overall in the world... ...We will remake another configuration of the initial CONSTITUTION OF EUROPE, written and published with about 15 years ago, resembling a parallel dialectical becoming between a finisher and a re-finisher in constitution or between an influencer and re-influencer in social sciences of politics, ideology and sociology... Terminology of different constitutions will be different in their substance and their semantics, reflecting the difference in temporality and creativity of the author, but the basic principles of ethics and morality are into the both constitutions, the sameness ... If European Union needs a constitution, then, European Union must know the history of Europe, European Union must know the inhabitants, the native, the people and citizens of Europe, European Union must know and understanding the science and technology of Europe, the art and religions of Europe, the geography and demography of Europe, since the oldest times of Upper Paleolithic Ages, of Neolithic Ages, of Chalcolithic Ages, of Antiquity, of Middle Age, of Renaissance, of
Enlightenment, of Modern Times and of present Third Millennium, all in detail, all in reality, all in morality and rationality... More than that, our Constitution of European Union is desired to be and to become, a pilot project in searching and researching in anthropo-sapientology, a vector of axiological and epistemological substance in knowledge and discoveries... By being fully aware about the huge forth-spring in Complexification of the triad Inspiration – Intuition – Revelation, about the day – to – day of Acceleration in creativity and discovery and the necessity and imperative of Axiologization of any kind of values, regardless the domain which it arises, let's go on with our information research project, called the Constitution of the European Union - Nine... Constitutionalist of European Union

BRITISHOLOGICUM - ONE Augustin Ostace 2022-11-23 ...The history of the world is accelerating and amplifying its own paces and progresses, by following the huge technological advances in the first three decades of the Third Millennium (MMXXII), by out-sharpening its ideological and theological dissimilarities! ...Everything in Human, in TechnoHuman, in BritishHuman, all being comprised into SapientoHuman, seem to be and to become in changing and challenging, in amplification and acceleration of similarities and dissimilarities, of homogeneity and differentiation, in creativity and regretfully in destructivity... ...Assuming in all a such fragmented evolution of human societies, particularly in the last thirty years of our world, implies volens nolens, a fragmented and broke down spirit of history, into which any predictions is more than hazardous... ...Therefore, in this set of books, Britishologicum / One, Britishologicum / Two and Britishologicum / Three, all belonging to the AERA OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS (AERA-1), II. Philosophy of History will be done a combination and a recombination of Past Times – Present Times – Future (Envisions) Times, by thinking and rethinking all basic kinds of human activities, in Science, in History, in Technology, in Sociology, in Art, in Sport and Politics, by sensing and resensing the encyclopaedism, the interdisciplinarism, trans-disciplinarism and videologism of all enterprises... ...Finally, this kind of endeavours in Historiology of British, (the human “logos” in becoming and fulfilment of history as Britishology), will resurface another light and understanding of the whole world, remaking another path from Big Geographic Discovery of past centuries, towards Big Ontologic Discoveries of the present times of the Third Millennium!... ...Big Ontologic Discoveries means finally a deep exploration endeavour of Human into SapientoHuman, by surveying and rediscovering the man alone inside of his own Species, as Species Sapiens, inside of his own Genus as Homo Anthropos, by rethinking a man, a human of AnthropoSapientic structure through his / her duality of biology (Anatomy), intertwined by its own ontology (Anatomology)!... The Britishologist

BRITISH SAPIENS - ONE Augustin Ostace 2022-09-22 ...We are under big pressure of the adverse times and realities, in rethinking and umthinking of the whole of the World History, after big waves of World’s earthquakes, by mentioning here the big financial crisis between 2008-2010, or Brexit of the Great Britain out of European Union, or Scotland Referendum in 2016, or dramatic pandemy of Corona virus between 2019-2022, or Ukraina’s war against Russia in 2022, all as embittered fought inside of the Great Britain, inside of Europe and of European Union, and subsequently inside the World History, all belonging to the first three decades of the Third Millenium (MMXXII), between the years 2000 and the present year of 2022... ...It is not mentioned here the huge waves of migrants in the last ten years towards European Union and towards Great Britain, through which a world of social and political pathology is accompanied and enhanced by a dramatic
pandemic’s world of biologic pathology, these worst issues of viral disease, outbreaking in the year 2019, and
going through the present year 2022… ...We will try to remake other configurations of the initial books
regarding the triad of BRITISH NATION – BRITISH EMPIRE – BRITISH COMMONWEALTH, called
BRITISHOLOGICUM, LONDONIUM BLISSBURG, SCOTLAND REFERENDUM, BREXITT &
BREXITOLOGY, written and published by author within the last 10 years, without to pretend to be or to
become an influencer and re– influencer in social sciences, in philosophy and sociology or World History...
Terminology of different books will be different in their substance and their semantics, reflecting the
difference in temporality and creativity of the author, but the basic principles of ethics and morality are into all
books, into the sameness areas of consideration... If the triad BRITISH NATION – BRITISH EMPIRE –
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH needs to survive into World History, then the Great Britain, (our cogitate for
United Kingdom), must know the history of oneself, the history of the Europe, the history of the world and
the history of the Sapiens, and all its inhabitants, its native, the people and citizens of Great Britain, must know
the science and technology of the world, the art and religions of the world, the geography and demography of
the world, by knowing in the same time, the history of the Species Sapiens, since the oldest times of Upper
Paleolithic, of Neolithic, of Chalcholithic, of Antiquity, of Middle Age, of Renaissance, of Enlightenment, of
Modern Times and of present Third Millennium, all in their generality, in their detail, in their reality,
through morality, through their rationality and in their unavoidable ontology... More than that, our set of
books, BRITISH SAPIENS, is desired to be and to become, a pilot project in searching and researching in
Anthropology, in Sapientology in Videology and Anthropo-Sapientology, a vector of axiological and
epistemological substance in knowledge and discoveries, in invention and further developing of our Species
Sapiens, to whom all human being is primarily indebted not only in its upright posture, in free of upper arms,
but particularly in abstract thinking of working abilities, of working productivity and of working creativities
and setting the whole Sapient, with no exemption, at work... SAPIENTOLOGIST OF BRITISH SAPIENS

Sapientology & Sapientologist Augustin Ostace 2018-09-17 ...Sapiens – the Species to whom every human being
belongs to, being considered a wise, a bipedal and a sapience intelligence Species... ...Sapientology – the logos,
the reason, the philosophy of the Sapiens, i.e., a philosophy of the sapience, a phylo-sophos of the wise...
...Sapientologist – the one who’s trying to overcome the common view of the Species Sapiens, through a
sapiential philosophy, psychology and theology, by rethinking primarily the prejudices which covers the
obscure origins of the Sapiens, its becoming, or its possible development through a speciation (anagenesis)
within the same Species, as Up-sapiens or Down-sapiens, or to another Species Sapiens (cladogenesis) as Post-
sapiens or, the worst of all of them, the Anti-sapiens... ...In this way, our topic within the book of the
Sapientology & Sapientologist, will be a fierce debating between the individuality of the Species Sapiens seen
as Human Being, having as front-man or front-being the Master of Being, and a beginner of this kind of
sapientological philosophy, seen as a Schoolboy of Being... Sapientologist

CONCITIZENS IN SAPIENS Augustin Ostace 2018-08-01 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I
have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by trying to re-unite
the essence of a thing with its own existence, esse et existere... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton,
I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, regarding the cosmological uncertainties,
biological uncertainties and ontological uncertainties... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, whatever of the level of universe or of the starry skies upon me and the ones inside me... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown must be the duty-triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump, or start up in our Species, towards an Up-Sapiens Species...

Encyclopaedist towards Up-Sapiens


FORUM INTO GNATHOLOGICUM Augustin Ostace 2019-08-08 By illegally leaving the country of Romania in September 1988, the author fall under immense pressure to equate his medical-university diploma in Romania through a set of exams in the United States (Detroit and Chicago) from 1989-1991, obviously in English language. This particular effort created to the author an extended gnathological universe to entire domestic medical structure and conceptology. The gnatho-philosophical book "Being and Edentation" is the result of a synthesis that upstarted from a conceptual analysis of the Central Relationship, called Centric Relation, in its determinations and redeterminations as a fundamental reference of the Dento-Maxillary Apparatus... Even if the scientific book “Being and Edentation” was presented by the author himself in the last 25 years throughout of Western Civilizations, no one has had the comprehensive insight in making at least a commentary regarding this book... Gnathologist

CARTESIUS & CONCEPTOLOGIST Augustin Ostace 2018-08-06 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by using primordially the rationalist crafts of human thinking, which has a strong signaling perception towards philosophical and scientific concepts... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, by re-making a field of rational inquiry therein, by bringing about a battlefied of reason, of rationality and of concept-o-logy... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, by re-setting myself through the craftiness of rational worthy, reiterating the duality of the mind – body and that of the soul – spirit, both imprinted in
human being... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, as Species Sapiens, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown inside us, could be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, towards the jump of Up-Sapiens...

Conceptologist

Willful to Sapientosophy Augustin Ostace 2018-09-05 In order to know myself better, as individuality, gnothi seauton in Greek and nosce te ipsum in Latin, or Erkenne dich selbst in German language, I myself, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing regarding my direct ancestors, as genealogic tree, then to all my comrades of Species Sapiens as my maximal generality... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, know thyself, I have to know what is uncertain around me, above me, under me and inside me, by accepting the basic principium of individuality, that I am the uppermost sure about the uncertainties around me and inside me, above me and under me... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside of me, above me and under me, in the triad of archetypal sources and resources, of noumenal sources and resources and phenomenal sources and resources... Ultimately, what is known around me, inside me, above me and under me, what is uncertain inside me, around me, above me and under me, and what is unknown inside me, around me, above me and under me, could be the duty - triad in every school throughout the globe, in every college or university of our planet, of all those who are trying the ontic and the ontological jump in our Species, as UpSapiens, by sensing and re-sensing the Will to the wisdom of the Sapiens, rethought and redrawn as WILLFUL TO SAPIENTOSOPHY...

Sapientosophis

BRAHMAN & ATMAN Augustin Ostace 2018-07-20 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, whatever through Greek philosophy or Hinduism philosophy... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, whatever through myself as individual atman, or through a deity of salvation, as Brahman, or through a deliverer as redeemer of multitudes... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, by making a presumptive jump towards final stage of becoming by reaching out the re-absorption into the final principle... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown around me and inside me, and inside us as Species Sapiens, it is the duty-triad in every school, in every college or university, of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, seen and analyzed as an epos era of the triad Anthropology – Sapientology – Individuality... Atmanologist

Das Problem, der Spruch, die Lösung Ludger Kühling 2015-06-17 For many people aphorisms are just part of their daily routine. A present is given at a birthday party together with a card with a (more or less) witty, funny or provocative saying in it. Doctoral dissertations are famous for their many aphorisms, and many authors are tempted to preface every single chapter with an appropriate saying. In short: aphorisms may be found everywhere, in all sorts of contexts. We apply them for our own uplifting or for the pleasure of others. This volume on employing aphorisms in counseling and therapy is based on a collection of 86 pieces. This method is useful for dealing with both chronic problems that pop up in one’s own biography as well as for the
little snags of everyday life. They are applicable when doing self-counseling as well as in a classical therapeutic setting. Aphoristic counseling confronts the client with a statement concerning a particular matter at hand and prompts the client to take the (chance) saying completely seriously and to accept it as a solution. In aphoristic counseling the therapist challenges clients and offers them space to embrace new and alternative ways of looking at things. This therapeutic form can be employed as a short-term therapy or as part of longer-term counseling. This volume demonstrates the various ways in which such sayings can be applied in social work, therapy and continuing education.

**TRANSCENDENT WISDOM** Augustin Ostace 2018-07-23 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by wishing to reach the realm of transcendent wisdom... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, by following the rules of sudden Enlightenment and gradual Enlightenment... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, by looking always in the mirror of myself... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown, must be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, symbolized by the highest knowledge through rational Enlightenment... Buddhalogis

**Brahman & Relativity** Augustin Ostace 2018-09-19 ...By trying to recombine a form of Sanskrit philosophy around the concept of Brahman, seen as the fundament of the universe, which cannot be explained in human words, by transcending all ideas, all judgments and all concepts, with the scientific concept of relativity, a strange form of Inertial Frame System, or Inertial Reference Frame, comes out a strange scientific philosophy, by intermingling thus science and philosophy in another form of appearance, with another concepts, whatever at rest or in motion and emotion... By putting concepts instead of body within an Inertial Referential System or Inertial Reference Frame, appears another form of thinking and re-thinking, like these ones: “No motion velocity greater than that light in vacuum” will become “No concept greater than that of Brahman” Or “The mass increases as velocity increases” will become “The concept comprehension increases as Info-Data within increases” Or “Mass and energy are equivalent” Will become “The Concept content is an equivalent of its own development through the power of rational abstractness” This renewing form of the classic physics, of the Inertial Reference Frame, will become in our book Brahman and Relativity, will become a Concept-o-logical Reference Frame or Concept-o-logical Reference System, by exerting upon concepts a constant or variable forces of re-judgments, by acting and re-acting upon them, whatever in resting status or constant or variable velocity our synthesis values of philosophy, of science and of theology... Brahmanist & Relativist

**Theoretical Embryology** Augustin Ostace 2017-05-18 To Wicky the Prince, a truly Pre–Being Embryo of the Life and of the Hope of our Species Homo Sapiens, thru which every child of our species is deserving the sameness rights and duties in studying and working overall in the world, following the rules and constitution over countries and union of countries. In this way Theoretical Embryology wants to be and become hymn and ode of the human creativity, in Renaissance and Enlightenment of what is proud and beauty in everyone’s THEORETICAL EMBRYOLOGIST
UNIVERSUM ARCHE Augustin Ostace 2018-10-15 Dedicated to the Universe itself, as the Greatest of all the Greatest and the Smallest of all the Smallest within, of the all Visible and of the all Invisible, of all kind of Spatiality and of Temporality of all sort of Causality, and of all forms of Matter, Black Matter and of possible Anti-Matter, both for human in detectable and non-detectable ways, of all forms of Energy and Black Energy, perceivable and non-perceivable for human, of Gravitation and possible of Anti-Gravitation, and of Number-Arithmos as perhaps the greatest truth of the whole Universe, and of all Physical and Chemical events and processes and of Metaphysical phenomena herein! Theoretical Cosmologist

REASON & RATIONALIST Augustin Ostace 2018-08-03 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by using primordially the rationalist crafts of human thinking... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, by re-making a field of rational inquiry therein... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, by re-setting myself through the craftiness of rational worthy... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, as Species Sapiens, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown inside us, could be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, towards the jump of Up-Sapiens... Rationalist

BREXITOLOGY & BREXITOLOGIST Augustin Ostace 2018-12-19 ...There have been many battles of England, since Roman Empire during the times of General Julius Caesar (around the 50 BCE) or Emperors Augustus (AD 10) and Hadrian (AD 120), then during the Vikings invaders or Normand’s conquerors of Wilhelm’s (AD 1066), then the attacking from Spanish Armada in 1598 during the reign of the Queen Elisabeth the First, or French Army of Napoleonic times in the beginning of the 19th century (AD 1805), or German Luftwaffe and V-rockets of Hitler’s Third Reich during the World War II between 1939-1945... Now, in the beginning of the twenty first century of the third Millennium, more exactly, June 2016, it is time for another battle of England, regarding an In / Out Referendum of Great Britain to the European Union, through which the British people can decide through direct vote its destiny in relation with the Old Continent, specifically, the European Union... The result of In / Out Referendum was BREXIT, i.e. United Kingdom will go out of European Union, with death-end at March 29, 2019... However, the complications and complexities of these procedures, whatever in European Union or Great Britain, have proved to be more than difficult and unexpected complicated... Let’s see these events in their developments around the British Parliament crucial vote at the date of 15 January 2019... The Brexit deal between European Union and the British Government under Prime Minister Theresa May was defeated with 434 Nay votes and 202 Yeah votes by the Common House... The next day, 16 January 2019, the Government of Theresa May is put in Yes/No Confidence vote, but the Government has survived in Commons through a 325 to 306 votes... Until 29 March 2019, will be a fierce battle between BREXIT - DEAL / BREXIT - NO DEAL or postponed BREXIT or even possible NO BREXIT at all, therefore, an unpredictable and imbalance outcomes on both sides of the Channel... Brexitologist At 21 January 2019, Köln Nord – Leverkusen, Deutschland, Western Europe

ONCCOLOGY & ONKKOLOGIE Augustin Ostace 2018-10-29 ...A hard dialectical conversation between a
Clinician in Practical Oncology and a Theoretician of the Philosophical Oncologicum... ...It is Pragmatism versus Idealism, or the battlefield between the Physician of the Hippocratic Oath and the Metaphysician of the Platonic Eidos... Why this title or belittled through the apparently same term in Oncology, but written into a dissimilarity form, Oncology-Onkkologie? Is it a confrontation between English terminology and the German one? Or a synthesis between the two like in English? Could be this terrible human tumor defeated through a counter tumor? Tumor cell to be annihilated through an Anti-tumor Cell? A cancer cell defeated through an anti-tumor Cell? Could the classical concept to give birth to the anti-concept? Alternatively, classical terminology to give birth to anti-terminology? ...to such questions, our endeavor book is trying to give an answer, at least in a theoretical form and expression... Onccologist & Onkkologist

**THEORETICAL SYMPOSIUM** Augustin Ostace 2018-11-29 To underline the Ernst Klenk Symposium 32, which was held at the University of Cologne, Germany, in December 08-10, 2016, through a book (better says through a booklet, for the reading on Amazon – KDP format on line, under the address: https://www.amazon.com/ Augustin Ostace) it was primarily to undergone all triad of manifestations, namely, the corpus of amphitheater with its video – presentation, 33 in total, then the whole poster abstract books, 55 in total, and the rich of partners in researching, about 20 in total, and, not to number the industrial sponsors, about 17, of the whole manifestation. No one must be omitted, even though the world of researching has many, many overlooking as such.... ...When the widespread of the laboratory and clinical research in medicine, a truly storm in the last years, will be intertwined with the vastness of the theoretical and encyclopedically search and research of the Era of Philosophical Systems thought and written by myself, another step ahead will be done into the advancement of the treatment of some dramatic diseases hitting the human condition, the oncologic syndrome diseases ... ...It must be added, that, the basic triad of the Universe, Space – Time- causality, never disappears, wherever in Black Hole, Black Energy or Black Matte, while, on the other hand, the basic triad present in human life, Truth – Reality – Causality, never ever disappear, whatever in sound or pathologic conditions... Medicine Encyclopedist

*Archetype & Sapientosophy* Augustin Ostace 2018-09-24 ...Could one know the totality ancestors of our Species Sapiens, as accumulated experiences through Sapiens itself, coming from Genus Homo, Hominid Family, Order Primate, Class Mammals, Phylum Vertebrata, Kingdom Animals?.. ...More than sure, the answer is not, just by taking into account that this chain of evolution has an average age of ca. about 500 millions years of different eras and periods, and the un-numerable ascendant species or genus or families, had been already in extinct phase of paleontology of the earth.... ...But through a theoretical process of the psychoanalytic introversion into upright posture of the Hominid Family, Genus Homo and Species Sapiens, it is tried a confrontation not only with the supposed subconscious of this triad bipedic ancestor of present human, but a re-sensing of mytho-poiesis enchained into the three interrelated evolutionary groups, perhaps, the main responsible for our qualities, for our fragilities, for our vulnerabilities and for our creativities.... ...This metaphor for a Species individuation, with a huge emptiness around us, united in contraries, transcending ourselves towards unknown, resembles a creative pathology in-written into human, who is the carrier of duality consciousness – sub-consciousness, which is the mirror into which the cosmos and the nature are seen reflected... Anthropo-Sapientosophist

**RACE & SAPIENS** Augustin Ostace 2019-01-07 The human history has many white links throughout its genesis phases, throughout its evolutionary and devolutionary periods and throughout its controversial becoming and fulfillments... One of this high dramatic controversial field is the persistence overall in Western Hemisphere of the concept of Race within the Specie Sapiens, Genus Homo, Hominid Family, Order Primate, Class Mammalia, Phylum Vertebrata, Kingdom Animalia, despite of anthropological and genetically advancements in a scientific argumentative way of the Species Sapiens without different Races within... Even if the World’s Politics and the World’s Media are still stubborn in presenting and defending the idea of different Races within our unique Species Sapiens, the biologic realities with scientific proofs are beyond of any doubt in favor of the Sapiens Species without different Races within, by putting thus aside a class of political and social concepts as race and racist, Rasse und Rassismus, with subsequent concept-o-logical developments of Pro-rassismus and Anti-rassismus... Sapientologist

**Metaphysics of Genome** Augustin Ostace 2018-09-07 ...We must know ourselves, Erkenne uns selbst, beyond of the over two thousand years of Delphi inscription, Know thyself, Erkenne dich selbst!... ...If the Sapientosophy means a desired raising in knowledge of the Sapiens towards UpSapiens, then, the Weapon of Philosophy must go into the multitudes of our Species, interconnecting the Philosophy of Amphitheatre (like the Philosophy of Being since Parmenides and Heidegger, or Philosophy of Akademos and Lyceum through Plato and Aristotle, or the Philosophy of Patristics through Sf. Augustine and Maxim the Confessor, or Philosophy of Scholastic through Duns Scotus and Von Aquin, or Philosophy of Rationality through Descartes and Spinoza, or Idealist Philosophy through Kant and Hegel, or the Philosophy of Phenomenology through Husserl and Jaspers ) with the Philosophy of the Book (particularly in our On Line times), with the Philosophy of Human History, reaching the terrible insights of the Human Genome... ...But, has Human Genome (in its biology as the sum of genes inside of an individuality), a special philosophical mystery, flourishing into the human of articulated language, of the writing alphabet and of the abstract thinking?... ...Our endeavor is to shed the modest light upon these basic biological and philosophical concepts of our times... Biophilosophist
**GENESIS & SAPIENS** Augustin Ostace 2018-12-22

Before knowing myself better, it is necessary to know my Species Sapiens, to whom I belong in my entirety. But my Species Sapiens belongs at its row, to the Genus or Gattung Homo Anthropos, by enlisting here Homo Habilis, Homo Ergaster, Homo Erectus, Homo Heidelbergensis, Homo Neanderthal, whom, I should know them, at least in their generality. Moreover, one ought know the Hominid Family, (Orangutan, Chimpanzee, Bonobo), then Order Primate, Class Mammals, Phylum Vertebrata, Kingdom Animals, Domain Multi-cellular. Genesis of Sapiens must be accompanied by the Genesis of Life on our Planetary System, with Genesis of Solar System of Milky Way Galaxy, and Genesis of the Universe.

Is it this endeavor a Sapient-o-mania? Not at all, it is an encyclopedic and interdisciplinary reality of our Species Sapiens! Nothing more, nothing less. But, In which way, would be possible to change the whole of Sapiens into a Shooting – star Species? Possible, but reporting the Sapiens to Sapiens itself, done through a Philosophical System of the whole Species! Let's reiterate that nothing in Sapiens makes sense, except in the light of creativity.

More than that, there is no Species owner, SAPIENSEIGENTÜMER! Through SAPIENTOLOGIZATION will be reached out the greatest overdrive in additional speed of knowledge - episteme and creativity – noesis, of the whole Sapiens throughout of its development in the last 50,000 years! Almost every human being wants to know primarily, of where she / he comes from, who is she / he and where she / he goes. Almost every man would like to know who is her / his ancestors are, and who will be her / his offspring. Almost every human being would like to know, how was the origin of humankind, its past, its present existence and to found out, to foresee in advance, its possible future.

By observing and researching the nature of human, it was taught that, without ancestors, without preceding branches, no offspring would arise. Through the discovery of the laws of nature, it has been found or found that the theory of evolution contradicts almost all of the myths of creation of religions and of theologies. Through the sciences of biology, of anthropology and sapientology, the man had ascertained their kinship with the human beings, by calling himself as Wisdom - man, as Intelligent Being, as Creative Being or HOMO SAPIENS.

With this biological name, HOMO, in connection with the self-given artificial names of SAPIENS by INTELLIGENCE, the humanity development recognizes many creations and achievements (in art, in technology, in science, in civilizations, in partial prosperity, in the treatment of epidemic diseases, in prolongation of average lifespan), by admitting also many catastrophic results of wild behaviors as wars, as civilizations destroying, or as illegal migration, as religious fanaticism and terrorism... Sapiens through Sapientologist

**QUR’AN & PROPHET** Augustin Ostace 2018-07-30

In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, in order to know better my Species Sapiens. In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, resensing the spirit of faith through the core of chaing ascending to the Prophet. In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, re-uniting into myself the ways and pathways of mysticism and rationalism. Ultimately, in order to know of ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown inside of myself and ourselves, it is the duty-triad in every school, in every college or every university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, as a revelation of the wholeness Sapiens... Prophetologist
Battlefield UpSapiens Augustin Ostace 2018-09-28 Could be set the spirit of Sapiens in motion and emotion to achieve another level of Sapiens as UP – SAPIENS? ... By re-thinking another symbiosis between the enlarged of the horizon of the evolution since Primate Order, Hominid Family Genus Homo and the profundity of Sapiens in its ongoing spirit of abstractness, spirit of creativity, spirit of reason, spirit of the freedom through self consciousness, all of them leading towards a possible UP-SAPIENS? ... In this way, UP-SAPIENS could include a triad of becoming out of the classical Sapiens, namely, Bionics Sapiens (the man of implanted organs) Robotics Sapiens (the man of digital technology) and Cloned Sapiens (by cloning the sameness with improvement in prolonged longevity in working ability – working productivity – working creativity) ... Thus, the era of Becoming into Sapiens means a fierce battlefield between the classic of science, technology, history or anthropology, towards UP-SAPIENS in its derivates as SAPIENTISMUS – SAPIENTOLOGISMUS and POSTSAPIENTISMUS... Sapientologist

DUTY OF SAPIENS Augustin Ostace 2022-08-26 Whoever has the Right of Sapiens, the one must assume the Duty of Sapiens equally and co-equally... Whoever assumes the Right and Duty of Sapiens alike must become a Dimension of Sapiens, which Dimension of Sapiens must be a maximum generality of Determination of Sapiens... When the Law / Duty of Sapiens, when the Size / Determination of Sapiens are deeply set and attuned to the Destiny of Sapiens, then this whole Field of Sapiens in Coming and Becoming, this Cult of Sapiens, this Forum of Sapiens, must always be regenerated and revitalized by all creators and authors in Sapiens, in science, in technology, in economics, in art, in sociology, in historiography, in mediology, in philosophy, in psychology, in theology, as re-sensing and resuscitation of Sapiens, for the fulfillment of Sapient of Sapiens, towards the Self-Overcoming of Sapiens, as individuality, as generality and as syncretic universality, all as synonymous with the triad of Nature de Sapiens, the Cult of Sapiens and the Culture of Sapiens, the only planetary Species capable of creating human and SapientoHuman civilizations, thus blessing the universe, the nature and itself through its logicality and ontology... In Debt of Sapiens Duty of Sapiens, we will take over critically, synthetically, synthetically and analytically, the great meanings of ennobling the creative being in the Law of Sapiens, which will be amplified and accelerated to launch into the orbits of spirituality and creativity of Sapiens as EnnobledSapiens, or Sapiens-Enriched, BereicherungSapiens, or Sapiens through Sapiens, all as a source and resource of the sapientic self in its immanence and transcendence, through which Sapiens reveals oneself as a proud creator and explorer of verses, of universes, of adversities, of causalities and temporo-spatialities for self-transcendence, through effort, through study, through becoming, through differentiation, through creation, assuming a triad of physical – biophysical – metaphysical, reunited in their duality of videological and digital expression... Indebted to Sapiens

CONSTITUTION OF SAPIENS - TWO Augustin Ostace 2022-08-31 One can make a jump or a leap forward from the CONSTITUTION OF EUROPE, thought and written by the author in the years of 2006 - 2007, through CONSTITUTION OF EUROPEAN UNION, rethought and rewritten by the same author 12 years later, towards a CONSTITUTION OF SAPIENS, our present-ness hardworking, our up-to-date development within Sapiens for Sapiens and, perhaps, beyond Sapiens! ... Assuredly, for sure, it is our duty and right and perhaps of our destiny of our MODERN SAPIENS, by rethinking reflecting and comprising the Species Sapiens as a whole, of at least in its last ca. about 50.000 years, by coming from PREMODERN SAPIENS
(between ca. 200,000 – 50,000 years Before of our Present Times - BPT) and ARCHAIC SAPIENS (between ca. about 500,000 – 200,000 years BPT) ... Therefore, our answer is confident and affirmative, in sensing that the present level of creativity of human through the AERA–1 of Philosophical Systems, can outreach a such task, overcoming all previous achievements into this area of human creativity, for sure, definitely, in domain, within area of Sapiens’ Constitution! ... ...More than that, our twelve years of experience in fighting through Constitution of Europe, despite of some singular boasting, was not perceived at its real worthiness of spiritual battlefields... ...Could one explain a CONSTITUTION OF SAPIENS, within all its chains, as Big Chain of Unknowns, as Big Chains of Uncertainties, through the whole universe of 10 to power 18 seconds, or perhaps of 10 to power of 20 seconds?... ...One Universe (in many ways, beyond of our comprehension, before of our human exploring), One Constellation (Virgo, beyond of our reaching), One Galaxy (Milky Way, beyond of direct human analyzing), One Solar System (Sun System, in the beginning of human exploration), One Planetary System (Earth system, the best explored and analyzed, but with still many, many unknowns), One Genus (Homo Anthropos), One Species (Species Sapiens), all as togetherness of ANTHROPOSAPIENS (recombining the Genus Species), and all, have been analyzed, reanalyzed, structured and restructured, systematize and re-systematize through our One and Unity of Philosophical Systems (Aera of Philosophical Systems or AERA-1)... It is our Sapiens, it is our Species, in its core of Humanness, of Oneness, multiplied through Temporal-Spatiality and Causality of the Universe, a singular feature within immense of Temporal-Spatiality and Causality?... ...Therefore, let’s structure and restructure, let’s think and rethink, let’s analyze and reanalyze, through the mindful eyes of Sapiens as Species, belonging to the Genus Homo Anthropos, Hominid Family, Order Primate and Class Mammalia, a present Standard Model of Sapiens, by reassessing the whole of cosmology through a philosophical system (a maximal generality thought and written by a Sapiens), the whole of our planetary biology through a philosophical system (also, a maximal generality thought and written by a Sapiens), and the whole of human ontology through a philosophical system (for sure, a maximal generality thought and written by a Sapiens) and the whole of human ontology through a philosophical system (for sure, a maximal generality thought and written by a Sapiens, i.e., Sapiens through... Sapiens!)... Finally, we do need a Constitution worthy of our Sapiens, a Constitution in motion and emotion of our Sapiens, always in thinking and rethinking, always in development and self – developments, by being improved out of all directions of information, of inspiration, of intuition and of overcoming oneself towards the better - ness for all and towards all and through all... Sapiens! The whole of AERA OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS seen as AERA-1, is at your disposal! Sapiens! Show to the whole cosmos, to the whole biology and to the whole ontology that you are the one in thinking, rethinking and creativity! Sapiens! Show to them, but primarily to yourself, who you were, who you are and who you will be, since yesterday, since today and lasting forever within your relativity! Sapiens! Put yourself in front of your achievements and of your fragilities, and of your vulnerabilities, put yourself in front of your creativity, always without to forget and to forgive your power of destructivity, your power of lamenting, of upsetting, of worrying, as a FRONTMANSAPIENS, as an ENSFRONTMAN, for you and for all as the essence of your substance, asking always, not only what is the man itself, but what is the Species (Sapiens) for itself, with itself and through itself, and what can do yourself for the glory of our Species Sapiens... Sapiens! Look at yourself, by re-looking at yourself, by looking for yourself, by think and rethinking at yourself, and sensing and re-sensing at yourself, in our light of the Constitution Sapiens - Two, this always Short Edition within a Classic Text of Human Species, but creating a self-differentiation through yourself! Constitutionalist of Sapiens
UNIVERSE IN BECOMING Augustin Ostace 2018-10-17 Dedicated to the Universe in becoming, since its own genesis through the Big Bang, always in expanding, always in changing, always in becoming, by giving birth to the atom, then to the molecule, followed by the born of stars, then to the galaxies... The Galaxy is the basic unit of the Universe, containing millions or billions of stars, with millions or even with billions of planetary systems... Within a such Galaxy, called Milky Way Galaxy, within a such solar system, called Sonnensystem, upon a planetary system called Earthsystem or Erdesystem, a form of life in evolution and diversification has given in almost four billions years to a form of rational intelligence, called human, who, in turns, is trying to find out as many as one can out of the mysteries of the Universe... Cosmologist in Becoming

RIGHT OF SAPIENS Augustin Ostace 2022-04-20 ...Causes and Spaces and Temporalities and Viral Pathologies, extremely difficult for man, for the human being, for humanity in general, for Sapiento-Humanity in all its feelings and expressions, all pathologized by pandemics, by ruins in industries and economies, of immense political and social and military and moral chaos, of climatic and natural social and cultural convulsions, of ethical collapses into injustices and hyper-injustices, of financial collapses, of overwhelms of irrationality and over-irrationality, of avalanches of unnaturalness and tsunamis of immorality, which day by day, täglich und stündlich accentuates the sinking and collapsing negations in Kali Yuga of the multiplied and multimedia evils that have flooded the blue planet lately... ...In this historical hour of disasters accumulated and cumulated and amplified and accelerated for decades and decades, especially after the Second World War, World War Two, WWII (20th Century, Period 1945-2021), in these critical moments of planetary destiny, ErdeSternStunde, in these moments of great questioning of the species Sapiens, Erhebliche Fragezeichen der Menschheit, I try, by my own powers, obviously modest, Selbstverständlich-bescheidendekräfte, to revalue, Umwertung aller Werte, through the triad INFORMATION - INSPIRATION - INTUITION (symbolized in the 3IN triad), with the hope of a retreat or revitalization, even partial, to the overwhelming and threatening realities of the present, from this beginning of the Third Decade of the First Millennium, 2021, the Third Decade, of the First Century of the Third Millennium, 2021... Our Mediology, our Multimedia and MultiMediology, is in its essence a philosophy of the triad INFORMATION - INSPIRATION - INTUITION, so a triad of 3IN, through which any information in the sphere of Human Sapient, becomes both creative and developing inspiration, and distributing intuition, realizing the REVELATION OF SAPIENS, therefore, always relating and correlating to the Great Reality of Species or the Great Reality of Sapiens, revealing it, and self-revealing it, therefore all 3IN being correlated to the Big Reality of Species Sapiens, by revitalizing it, by setting its ontological quantum within the big forces of the Universe oneself, through a triad of SELFNESS, as self-organization, as self-regulation, as self-replication... The philosophy of our Mediology (or MultiMediology), which becomes a kind of galleon book of the catastrophic present in Human Sapient, so MultiMediology of Human Sapient will do everything in correlating Cosmology – Biology and Ontology within the sameness of Species, by revealing it by self – revealing it, as a revelation of biology and intelligibility, of matter and light, of spirit and sensations, Geist und Sinnlichkeit... Please, don’t be scared, I’m not a pessimist or an extra-pessimist, I’m not a desastrionist, or a disastrologist, or a sinistrologist or a catastrophologist, or an apocalyptologist or an armageddonologist, because I’m a realist, a moderate optimist, and I think, just a deep rationalist, but what is happening in the world, in man, in human, in Human Sapient, in these first decades of Millennium Three, MNIII, exceed all the limits of normal, rational and balances of morality, all the limitations of common sense and good human conduct
or Human Sapient conduct and behavior... We are as an individual and a community, clearly entering the world of evil and darkness, the world of dramatic surrealism, reflected by the Hindu theological concept KALI-YUGA, the world of generalized, viral and moral diseases (Covid is the pandemic of immoral human, a pathology of human in all directions, and, the possible sign of a divine revelation), in the world of bacterial and pathogenic diseases etiological, globalized and generalized of Covido-Human, which is the symmetry of ontogenic and psychogenic diseases, from this human reflected in its maximum Human Sapient, naming here man as the over-exploiter and over-exhauster of all planetary sources and resources, namely them fuel, water, air, soil, subsoil, atmosphere, lithosphere and ionosphere, natural fuel fire extinguisher, natural resources, by reaching to the limit of his own self-extinction, of self-flagellating in vulnerabilities, fragility and co-morbidities, all in endlessly collapsing, at loggerheads of Human with oneself... Human Sapient is hitting by its own himself / herself, Human Sapient is self-suffocating and self-disorganizing, developing a severe pathologizing correspondent of the Entropic Being, EntropicsBeing / EntropischeDasein, becoming now, by far, its own first enemy, Homo homini lupus est... The Human, the Sapient-into-Human, is devouring himself/herself, as in the tragedies of the ancient worlds, exemplified through Ouroburos Sapientic that bites itself in times and spaces, that develops and expands, both in digitization and virtualization, and in its own DeSapientization... We have clearly entered into the battles of the Species, the battles of Sapiens, the Moiria / Fatum destiny of Sapiens, in which the human, the Sapiento-homospheres are fighting, are conflicting with the geological lithospheres, with the biological hydrosphere, with the accompanying and orbiting atmospheres and cosmospheres, but with all, in extreme sharpening against themselves. The human being fights primarily with the Sapiento-Human homosphere, so a struggle of the Sapiens within oneself, which also has heights (few, very few), but especially falls, falls and falls, a cascade of viral wars, of military wars, of migratory wars - pathologies all associated with hurricanes of water and fire and terrorism, with earthquakes and volcanoes, with tornadoes and flashes of anger and cosmological, geological, climatological and biological rages, with human catastrophe, by having in this catastrophic center, the Human Sapient, as trigger, as accelerator and amplifier of biological and ontological self-extinction and, threatening the entire biotope and biorhythm of the planet, but essentially threatening itself, becoming the pathological center Corona of the mutant through Delta-variants and the Omicron super-mutant, numbered by the fateful number 8.1.1.529... Oh! You know! It seems that you have appeared on the stage of the planetary world through yourself, synergizing creation and evolution alike, in these CREVO huge complexities, and possibly disappearing from the stage of the cosmo-planetary world, also through yourself, through your self-extinct dramatic destiny!... God! How you came, that's how you go!... Right of Sapiens

**Spirit of Sapiens** Augustin Ostace 2018-09-26 In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, regarding myself, regarding my ancestors and regarding my Species itself... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me, including the triad of what is known with certitude, what is uncertain and what is unknown, and inside me, by reaching the area which is more profound into myself and which is not known...perhaps, inside myself, inside my Species, there is something deeper, which is not known... Ultimately, what is known, what is uncertain and what is unknown could be the duty - triad in every school of thinking, in every college or university of creation, of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our
Species, regarding the triad of knowledge, axiology – epistemology - gnoseology... Our Book, our E-Book, Spirit of Sapiens, is trying to reveal, at least philosophically and metaphorically, some mysteries of the genesis of our Species, of the coming of it into history of our planet, its becoming in changing and challenging of it, in its Darwinian, Neo – Darwinian and possible Extra – Darwinian evolution and revolution, as the spirit of abstractness build up on the spirit of creativity in Hegelian way and pathway, through an encyclopaedist, conceptologist and videologist... Spirit of Encyclopaedist

**ALMA MATER SAPIENSIS - HISTORIOLOGY** Augustin Ostace 2017-05-11 ...If ALMA MATER BISTRICENSIS – AMB, will become reality, then, and only then the human spirit could become a holy symbol for the human itself, by embodying thus the spirit of Antiquity, Homo res sacra homini... ...If ALMA MATER BISTRICENSIS – AMB, will be raised through rational obstinacy, then the destiny of the BistritzBurg Siebenbürgen could write a line into the presentity of times, Nulla dies sine linea... ...If even the books themselves, have their destiny, Habent sua fata libelli, then, also the ALMA MATER BISTRICENSIS – AMB must have its destiny through book – researching, through book – knowledge, by reitering thus the sacred thinking through which the Science itself is power, Scientia potestas... Historiologist